
GUARANTEED ASSET
PROTECTION (GAP)

If your vehicle is 
written off as a result 
of being stolen or 
involved in an 
accident, your motor 
insurance company 
will only pay you the 
current market value 
of the vehicle.

This can often be 
thousands of pounds 
less than you 
originally paid for the 
vehicle, or still owe on 
finance.

Now you are left with 
a new deposit to find for an equivalent vehicle, 
or a large monthly bill for the outstanding 
finance on a vehicle 
you are no longer able 
to drive.

Guaranteed Asset 
Protection (GAP) can 
help you in bridging 
this gap.

Why lose out if
the worst happens?

0800 148 8339
or e-mail us at

info@theautogroup.co.uk
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If you would like any further 
information or wish to discuss how 

GAP could protect your vehicle

Please contact us on;

Vehicle Protection RedefinedVehicle Protection Redefined



£6,000
Return to Invoice settlement

£14,000
Motor insurance payout

How Return to Invoice GAP Works

We can help you bridge the GAP

The Auto Group Guaranteed Asset Protection (GAP)
EXAMPLE; If you paid £20,000 for a vehicle and 
two years later it was stolen resulting in your 
motor insurer declaring it a total loss, and 
paying you the current market value of £14,000, 
your Guaranteed Asset Protection policy will 
bridge the gap between the current

market value and the original market value of 
your vehicle, and pay you £6,000.
The £6,000 can go towards paying off any 
outstanding finance and place you in a similar 
situation to when you originally purchased the 
vehicle.

Please visit our website www.theautogroup.co.uk for full terms and conditions of the Combined Return to Invoice and Finance GAP Insurance

If any settlement on your dealer arranged car 
finance is greater than the amount covered under 
your RTI policy, then Finance GAP will settle the 
higher figure.
A GAP pay-out gives you the option of buying an 
equivalent vehicle to replace your pride and joy.


